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Keeping It Safe: MRI Site Design,
Operations, and Surveillance at an
Extended University Health System

Michael L. Lipton, MD, MSc

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) safety has attracted increasing attention both within the radiology com-
munity and in general. Although much of this attention has been spurred by high-profile accidents, the wide
distribution of increasingly powerful MRI technology makes safety a paramount concern. While the ACR has
sponsored an overarching policy statement regarding MRI safety (The ACR White Paper on MR Safety), and
many articles have reported specific hazards and evaluated myriad devices, this paper describes in detail the
practical implementation of safe MRI practice at a large medical center. The implementation focuses on 3 key
areas: (1) site access restriction, (2) personnel management, and (3) equipment. In addition, a comprehensive
and proactive program for MRI safety surveillance and preemptive action is presented. This last step is key to
maintaining the effectiveness of an MRI safety program.
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agnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanners have revolu-
ionized patient care. However, these machines also pose
ignificant threats to patient safety. Although the hazards of

RI scanners have been known and variously reported for
ome time, it was only recently, in the wake of a catastrophic
ncident, that MRI safety received national attention in
oth the lay press [1-3] and the medical community [4].
fter this incident, the ACR convened a “blue-ribbon com-
ission” to assess the state of the art in MRI safety and issue
policy statement on the subject. That statement was pub-

ished as the ACR White Paper on MR Safety [5]. The white
aper is a comprehensive description of overall safety con-
erns and sets out generic guidelines for safe practice in the

RI environment. The present report details the practical
mplementation of safe MRI practice guidelines, site design,
nd a comprehensive program of preemptive quality assur-
nce that is in place at Montefiore Medical Center (MMC)
n New York City, a large university hospital and regional
ealth care network. This program has been in place for just
ver 3 years. Specifics of medical device safety are outside the
cope of this report and will not be addressed in detail.

The entire MMC health care network operates under
single MRI safety program. The implementation, exe-
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ution, and monitoring of safe MRI practice are unified
cross the entire health care enterprise under the auspices
f the Department of Radiology. Magnetic resonance
maging facilities at MMC include four 1.5-T scanners, a
.0-T scanner, and a 0.3-T open scanner. This equip-
ent is sited across 2 inpatient hospitals and three out-

atient imaging centers that are near, but physically sep-
rate from, the hospitals. A medical director for MRI
ervices oversees MRI practice across the system, while
esignees at each site are responsible for the local execu-
ion of policies and follow-up. Physician staff members
otate between sites, but each site has its own technical,
ursing, clerical, and administrative staffs. Quarterly
eetings of all site MRI supervisors and the medical

irector are held to assess policy implementation, review
olicy issues and changes, and discuss incidents. The
uidelines for safe MRI practice are codified in a written
olicy that is part of the Medical Center Policy and Proce-
ure Manual and is available at all sites on the MMC
ntranet. The written policy is updated as needed and
lso undergoes annual formal review.

Efforts to maintain a safe and efficient MRI practice
re directed toward the following key areas: (1) restricted
ite access; (2) personnel training; (3) equipment restric-
ions; and (4) follow-up, monitoring, and quality assur-
nce procedures. The safety policy is extensive and de-
ailed. In addition, many physical modifications have
een made to each MRI site to improve compliance with

he policy. Ultimately, however, human beings form the
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ast and strongest defense against disaster. We continu-
lly emphasize that vigilance is the true cornerstone of
ur safe MRI practice, particularly the vigilance of the
taff member in charge of an individual MRI site; the
echnologist on duty is vested with both the authority
nd responsibility for safe operation of the facility. His or
er authority supersedes that of any non-MRI-trained

ndividual and is vigorously supported by both depart-
ental and medical center administration.
The implementation of this program involved the ef-

orts of an array of individuals within the radiology
epartment as well as key members of hospital adminis-
ration, security, maintenance, and others. One admin-
strative assistant was assigned to devote approximately
5% full-time equivalent to the MRI safety program.
ignificant direct costs were also incurred to modify the
RI sites. The approximate cost to secure a single MRI

canner suite (two access doors and one MRI scanner
oor lockbox) was $7,000. However, the centralized im-
lementation of these security systems throughout
MC meant that the basic infrastructure and monitor-

ng mechanisms were already in place. Clearly, the cost of
mplementing the security measures described below rep-
esents only a fraction of the potential human and legal
osts of an MRI-related accident.

HE MRI FACILITY: ACCESS
ESTRICTIONS

ach MRI facility is divided into 2 zones with restricted
ccess:

Zone I: areas with direct access to the doors of the

ig. 1. Shaded areas designate the two levels of ac
asis of the security clearance required to have access
one I are unrestricted.
MRI scanner room; and l
Zone II: the MRI scanner room itself.

s shown in Fig. 1, these designations are streamlined
rom those of the ACR’s White Paper to reduce complex-
ty and closely parallel the personnel categories described
elow; Level I personnel and above are permitted in Zone
, but only Level II personnel are permitted in Zone II.

The MRI site is secured using automatically closing
nd locking doors at all points of entry to Zone I. All
oors allowing entry to Zone I are equipped with elec-
ronic locking systems that are accessed using encoded
ards at a card reader (Motorola, Inc., Schaumburg, Illi-
ois) installed at each door. Because the shielded doors to
he MRI scanner rooms (Zone II) cannot be fitted with
lectronic locks, the key to each door is kept within a
ockbox mounted adjacent to the door. The key is se-
ured to a retracting tether within the lockbox (Fig. 2).
his lockbox system is modeled after those used to pro-
ide firefighters access to high-rise buildings in New York
ity. Access to the lockboxes is also via encoded card

eaders and electronic locks. Magnetic resonance imag-
ng personnel carry their own access cards, which are
rogrammed to open only the doors they are cleared to
ccess: Zone I doors for Level I personnel and Zone I and
I doors for Level II personnel.

A unique advantage of the card reader system over keys
s that it allows the centralized monitoring and control of
ll access points at one time. Each card is uniquely en-
oded so that when a door is accessed, a log is created
ermitting the identification of the individual opening
he door at the time of an incident. Hospital security
fficers monitor door and lockbox status from a central

s (restricted zones). Doors are differentiated on the
rivileges for each door. Note that doors entirely within
ces
p

ocation 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. They receive
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Lipton/Keeping It Safe 751
larms if doors are forced or propped or stuck open and
espond to these occurrences. Absolutely no physical keys
re distributed; access for each individual can be turned
n, changed, or turned off at any time without a need to
ecapture previously issued keys. The unauthorized
opying of keys is completely eliminated. In addition to
raining level, access is granted on the basis of work
chedule; staff members working only during day hours
o no have night access. Those working variable shifts or
thers, such as physician staff members, who may need
ccess at any time are granted 24-hour access.

Emergency egress from within the MRI facility is en-
bled at all doors without the need for an access card. The
oors are opened using motion sensors installed above
he doors or clearly labeled release buttons. During a
ower failure, a failsafe system allows egress. In the event
hat emergent entry to the MRI facility is required from
he outside, emergency release buttons are provided,
learly marked and under break-glass enclosures. This
echanism provides access for such emergency person-

el as the hospital’s cardiac arrest team. Providing access
ards to these personnel, who constantly rotate on and off
ervice, would result in an excessive number of hospital
taff members with access to the restricted MRI site.
mergency release buttons are provided at entry doors to
one I as well as at the lockboxes for the Zone II doors.
s a final safeguard, hospital security responds to the
RI facility in person whenever one of the emergency

elease buttons is used, and the release buttons are clearly
arked for emergency use only.

ERSONNEL SCREENING AND TRAINING

ersonnel are classified by the level of MRI safety training
hat they have completed. Individuals from various de-
artments are trained according to the demands of their
unction within the MRI suite. Access to the MRI facility
s limited accordingly. We have adopted a variation of the
hite paper classification of personnel as follows:

Level 0: non-MRI personnel;
Level I: low-level MRI safety training;
Level II: high-level MRI safety training; and
Level III: specially trained physicians empowered to
make safety judgments not clearly addressed by the
written MRI safety policy.

All MRI personnel undergo safety screening at the
ime of employment using the same instrument em-
loyed in patient screening. This is to determine if it is
afe for a staff member to enter the magnetic field. Doc-
mentation of this time-of-employment screening is
ept in each staff member’s personnel file, and staff mem-
ers are instructed to inform their supervisors of any
ig. 2. The use of lockboxes and card access sys-
ems to control entry to Zone II: (A) the closed steel
ockbox with a card reader (black) for accessing the
ox; (B) the encoded access card releases the door;

C) the scanner room door key, attached to a retract-
ng lanyard, is removed from the lockbox.
hanges in health, injuries, or surgery that could alter
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heir status. After screening, personnel found safe for
ork in MRI no longer require screening each time they

nter the MRI site. Patients and other non-MRI person-
el (Level 0) are screened every time they need to enter
one II.
Training involves a live or videotaped presentation

ollowed by a written examination and follow-up discus-
ion of the examination questions. Level I training ad-
resses static magnetic field hazards, particularly projec-
ile hazards, as well as patient screening and site access
estrictions. Level II training also addresses gradient and
adio-frequency magnetic field hazards, particularly
urns, potentially hazardous devices, contrast agents, and
uench procedures. An updated training presentation is
repared each year. The training incorporates any new
nformation and, each year, both reviews all safety issues
nd focuses on a specific area in depth. The in-depth
raining is varied from year to year to reinforce as many
ssues as possible in depth. All personnel must attend a
raining session and pass a new examination annually. A
ticker is affixed to the identification badge of staff mem-
ers when they successfully complete their training, al-

owing the immediate differentiation of trained and un-
rained personnel. The stickers are dated and must be
eplaced annually. Each year, access to the MRI site is
eassessed; only the access cards of personnel who have
enewed their training remain active.

Level 0 includes all individuals who do not require
ccess to MRI to perform their duties. This category
ncludes patients, visitors, and medical staff accompany-
ng patients. These individuals are never allowed access to
ny restricted MRI area without chaperones with Level I
r higher training. They may not be left unsupervised
ithin restricted areas.
Level I includes staff members whose work requires

hem to enter restricted areas but not to be directly in-
olved in patient scanning. This group is allowed unsu-
ervised access to Zone I only. Level I staff members
nclude clerical personnel, housekeeping, patient trans-
ort, maintenance, and engineering staff members.
Level II includes all staff members directly involved in

atient scanning: physicians, technologists, nurses, and
RI service personnel. This group is allowed access to

oth Zones I and II. At MMC, a large number of young
hildren are imaged under sedation and general anesthe-
ia administered by anesthesiology physicians and staff.
o allow these anesthesiology staff members to work in

he MRI facility, including within the scanner room,
hey undergo the same training as Level II MRI person-
el. As a result, they do not require direct and constant
upervision when performing their work in the MRI
canner suite.

The final class of MRI personnel, Level III, differs not

n their access to the MRI facility but in authority. Level c
and II personnel are expected to know and follow the
ritten MRI safety policy and, when it is unclear whether
specific situation is safe, to escalate decision making to
higher level. Level III is composed of a subset of the

ttending radiologist staff trained and experienced to
ake proper judgments in ambiguous situations. The

raining of several staff members at this level ensures that
Level III physician will always be available when such

n unclear case arises.
In the event of a spontaneous quench or if there is

ause to ramp down or quench the magnetic field, Level
II personnel are consulted whenever time permits; in
lmost all cases, controlled ramp-down can be under-
aken. The deliberate quench of the magnet should be
ndertaken only if a patient or other person is trapped by
n object against the scanner or in the event of a fire in the
canner room and only when these situations cannot be
andled safely in a more conservative manner. All Level
I personnel (who must be present whenever the scanner
s in use) are trained to handle a spontaneous quench and
o initiate a deliberate quench.

HE MRI FACILITY: EQUIPMENT

he MRI safety policy excludes all ferromagnetic or oth-
rwise unsafe equipment from Zone II, but equipment
hat is unsafe in Zone II is used within Zone I. Equip-
ent testing and labeling (Fig. 3) is used to prevent the

nadvertent transfer of unsafe equipment from Zone I to
one II. All equipment within Zone I must be labeled as

afe or unsafe. Equipment brought into Zone I first un-
ergoes in-house testing using a strong hand magnet
http://www.mrimagnet.com). The hand magnet is
ested in house to ensure that it is at least 1000 gauss (0.1
) in strength. Any object demonstrating even the slight-

st attraction to the test magnet is deemed unsafe and
abeled as such. Equipment with no attraction is labeled
s safe. Labels placed on unsafe equipment such as chairs,
rash carts, and defibrillators are made as large as possi-
le, typically 8 by 10 inches. Multiple labels are applied
o each item so that it is clearly identifiable from all
irections. When standard laminated adhesive labels are
ot appropriate or effective, rigid laminated signs or tags
re suspended from items (e.g., scissors or fabric covered
hairs) using heavy duty plastic cable ties. Monthly in-
pections are conducted at each site to identify any unla-
eled equipment and either test and label or remove it
rom Zone I.

Additional precautions have been introduced to ex-
lude potentially hazardous equipment. Medical gases
re provided via direct plumbing. This includes oxygen
nd vacuum and, at sites where general anesthesia is
rovided, nitrous oxide and medical air. In general, gas

ylinders are prohibited in Zone I. If a cylinder is re-

http://www.mrimagnet.com
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uired, only MRI-safe gas cylinders are permitted within
one I and are labeled MRI safe. Fire extinguishers
ithin the MRI sites are all MRI safe. Magnetic reso-
ance imaging safe models of basic medical equipment

ncluding stethoscope, sphygmomanometer, scissors,
nd flashlight, and at sites at which general anesthesia is
rovided, laryngoscope are provided to minimize the
hance that unsafe equipment (even though it is clearly
abeled as such) will be inadvertently brought into
one II.
The MRI safety policy clearly indicates that in any
edical emergency, a patient is removed from the MRI

uite using the MRI-safe stretchers that are always at the
eady and clearly labeled. No emergency equipment is
rought in. Extensive signage in the MRI suite and on
he crash cart and other emergency equipment reinforces
his key policy. During an emergency, the technologist
n duty is in charge of and dedicated to ensuring safety.

OLLOW-UP AND MONITORING
ROCEDURES

ven the best designed safety program is effective only if
t is actually adhered to in practice. In addition to exten-
ive training, we have implemented a comprehensive and
roactive program of quality assurance and improve-
ent. Staff members and supervisors are instructed to

ig. 3. Labels for identifying safe and unsafe equip-
ent in Zone I. MRI � magnetic resonance imaging.
eport any deviations from the MRI safety policy or un-
oward events that they are involved in or witness. Re-
orting is not limited to “adverse events” but also cap-
ures deviations from the policy that do not lead to
ersonal injury or property damage. For example, doors
ound open, screening forms found incomplete, and pa-
ients referred for MRI who have pacemakers— even
hough identified during screening—are all included.
he demographics of each occurrence, including patient

nformation, MRI staff members involved, and referring
linicians, are reported along with details of the occur-
ence. Occurrences are classified into one of eight cate-
ories (Table 1) and entered into an electronic database.

Surveillance information is used in two ways to im-
rove safety. First, serious breaches that could lead to the
mminent compromise of patient safety are addressed
mmediately by counseling the staff members involved
nd making any policy modifications necessary. When
atients with pacemakers are referred for MRI—de-
ected during the screening process—immediate fol-
ow-up with the referring clinician is warranted to make
hem aware of the safety issue and ensure that they do not
efer such patients in the future. In addition, training
essions are held for MRI staff members to reemphasize
he need to screen thoroughly and not rely on informa-
ion from referring clinicians. Second, occurrences that
o not demand immediate action are tracked over time
sing monthly queries of the database. Queries are per-
ormed on the basis of event type as well as for each
ndividual staff member. This facilitates the targeted ed-
cation of staff members who are repeatedly out of com-
liance with the policy as well as the identification of gaps
r problems in the safety policy. Improvements in the
esponse time of security personnel to “door-open”
larms and more thorough patient screening were initi-
ted on the basis of these monthly queries of database
urveillance information. The acquisition of plastic
tethoscopes resulted when surveillance indicated that
he MRI-safe stethoscopes that had been in use in fact
howed attraction to the magnetic field.

Additional surveillance data are extracted from the
lectronic door locking system. Because the entire hospi-

Table 1. Classification of adverse events that
may present safety concerns
Event Category
Unauthorized personnel
Unsafe equipment
Unsafe implant
Pacemaker
Burn
Nerve stimulation
Contrast
Sedation
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al-wide card access system is centrally monitored and
lectronically logged, security personnel are able to gen-
rate monthly reports of door access activity. Data col-
ected include the number of times each door is accessed,
he number of forced entries, the number of times doors
ere propped open, and the number of emergency en-

ries using the emergency release devices. Each data type
s graphed over time for each MRI site. When evidence of
igh rates of improper usage and access are detected, the
ata for the site involved are then sorted by time of day
shift). This allows targeted education and intervention
o minimize breaches in the security of the MRI perim-
ter. The specific individuals who accessed the MRI site
t the time of an incident can also be determined.

Finally, a monthly MRI quality assurance report is
eviewed by the department’s Quality Improvement
ommittee. This report includes information on inci-
ents, door access, monthly inspections, and MRI system
ptime quality assurance testing and performance.

ONCLUSIONS

he role of MRI in diagnostic imaging will continue to
ramatically increase for the foreseeable future as ad-
ances in technology continue at an astonishing rate. The
xpansion of MRI capabilities can surely advance patient
are. However, patients and staff members may be at
igher risk for injury as a result of improvements such as
igher field strength and gradient duty cycles. Prevention
hrough proactive safety policies and procedures is the
nly way to minimize these safety risks and avoid disas-
er. This report has outlined the “nuts and bolts” of MRI
afety policy implementation at a large university health
ystem. Although the scope of some of these procedures
ould be scaled according to the size and specifics of a
ifferent MRI practice, the essential components remain
he same:

Physical restrictions on access to an MRI site are nec-
ssary, preferably two layers of restricted access:

● the management of keys is essential to minimize
entry of unauthorized personnel, and

● centralized electronic access control systems are an
ideal solution.

he exclusion of all personnel from the MRI facility who
o not have training and expertise in MRI safety is nec-
ssary:

● any untrained personnel (patients or others) must
be directly supervised at all times, and

● site access (keys, key cards, etc.) is issued only to
those with current safety training.

he effective management of potentially unsafe equip-
ent that must be kept in the MRI suite is necessary:

● clearly label any unsafe equipment; and
● conduct periodic inspections to remove, test, or

label potentially unsafe items.

roactive surveillance for policy compliance and minor
ncidents is necessary, because it is the detection of and
esponse to “minor” policy violations that is most likely
o avert “major” incidents and their “major” con-
equences:

● strictly monitor site access, and
● track minor policy transgressions even if they do

not lead to injury or property damage.
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